Trellis Kit (95” x 80” H)
Assembly Instruction
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Item #: TK 95-80
Item #: TK 95-80S

Parts Identification

Stack matching pieces in piles. Using the parts list,
locate and count the individual pieces and verify that
you have received the correct number of pieces.
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If any pieces are missing or replacement parts are
required, contact Gronomics at 1-855-299-6727.
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NOTE: Ground preparation is optional, however we
recommend leveling area under frame of product, or
place product directly on a flat level surface before
filling with soil.

ITEM
1
2
3

QTY.
3
2
2

PART #
8000TP
4500TL
4880

Parts List
DESCRIPTION
Trellis Post, 4” x 4” x 80”
Side Rail, w/Logo Notched Board, 45” x 5-1/2” x 7/8"
Trellis Net 48" x "80"

Product Care & Maintenance - Western Red Cedar will turn a weathered grey if left unfinished. Although no finish is required for cedar
products when used outdoors, a natural oil finish applied regularly will help maintain the beauty and minimize cracking and drying. It is
recommended to use Gronomics Garden Bed Oil (Item # GBO-1Q), a non-toxic, food safe finish that is very easy to apply.
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Post Assembly

Remove one 4” x 4” x 19” post by lifting straight
upward and removing from the garden bed.

Remove Posts And Install 4” x 4” x 80” Trellis Posts

Install a 4” x 4” x 80” trellis post (Item 1). Align the
trellis post slots with the side rails and lower trellis
post fully to the ground.
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Side Rails

Repeat this procedure for the two remaining trellis
posts.
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Net Placement
3

Weave the trellis net (Item 3) onto the 45” x 5-1/2”
side rail (Item 2).
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Stretch and secure trellis net across the side rail
and lock net into notched ends on each end of the
side rail.
Trellis net locked
in notched end of
side rail.
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Side Rail Placement

Install the 45” x 5-1/2” side rail (Item 2) (with Logo
facing the planter box) into the slots on the trellis
posts and slide the side rail down.

Logo

2

NOTE: Make sure the net stays seated in the
notches on the ends of the side rail when installing
side rail and trellis net onto the trellis posts.
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Securing Trellis Net

Stretch and secure the trellis net with staples to
the garden bed side rail or secure the trellis net to
the ground with ground stakes.
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Repeat steps 3 - 5 for the second trellis net.
Staple
Use ground stakes or staples
(supplied in kit) to secure the
trellis net.
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